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Suddenly, you walked down the aisle and, instead of the cacophony of a hundred brands, each bearing its identifying bright colors and trademarks, each arguing for its uniqueness, saw endless rows of plain white or yellow packaging with black letters: Laundry Deter gent, Beef Stew, Pinto Beans, Beer. Every week, the invasion of generic products took over a larger segment of American grocery stores. It seemed the apotheosis of the generic was on the horizon. Soon, or so it then appeared, wild variety would be tamed, and we would all be buying the same plain packages. Category had prevailed; the borders were secured. I began to imagine that the generic revolution would inevitably take over the publishing world as well and that we'd soon enter a bookstore to see shelves of identical plain yellow covers with stark black titles: Poetry, Stories, Drama, Essays, Novel.
If those generic books had come to exist (and, of want to control national or institutional mem ories), but the physicality of archive makes it essentially different from database. There will always be more physical information in an archive than in a database, just as there will always be more malleable and portable infor mation in a database than in an archive.
Initially, Price and I had ideas of how we would control the material in the database, and we knew the narratives we wanted to tell, the frames we wanted to construct. But the details of the database quickly exceeded any narrative we might try to frame the data with.
Little roots shot out everywhere and attached to particulars we could not have imagined.
Only if we insulated the narrative from the database could the narrative persist. As da tabases contain ever greater detail, we may begin to wonder if narrative itself is under threat. We've always known that any history or theory could be undone if we could access career, but the database hovers behind the bi ography and, as we develop it, will be made accessible with active links throughout the narrative. These links will dissolve the nar rative back into the data out of which it was constructed, and the data that were left out of our particular narrative will be available to the reader as well. Works Cited
